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Abstract. In this paper, we study quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) rules for numerical
integration. J. Dick proved a Koksma-Hlawka type inequality for α-smooth inte-
grands and gave an explicit construction of QMC rules achieving the optimal rate
of convergence in that function class. From this inequality, Matsumoto, Saito and
Matoba introduced the Walsh figure of merit (WAFOM) WF(P ) for an F2-digital
net P as a quickly computable quality criterion for P as a QMC point set. The
key ingredient for obtaining WAFOM is the Dick weight, a generalization of the
Hamming weight and the Niederreiter-Rosenbloom-Tsfasman (NRT) weight.
We extend the notions of the Dick weight and WAFOM over a general finite
abelian group G, and show that this version of WAFOM satisfies Koksma-Hlawka
type inequality when G is cyclic. We give a MacWilliams-type identity on weight
enumerator polynomials for the Dick weight, by which we can compute the minimum
Dick weight as well as WAFOM. We give a lower bound on WAFOM of order
N−C
′
G(logN)/s and an upper bound on lowest WAFOM of order N−CG(logN)/s for
given (G,N, s) if (logN)/s is sufficiently large, where C′G and CG are constants
depending only on the cardinality of G and N is the cardinality of quadrature rules
in [0, 1)s. These bounds generalize the bounds given by Yoshiki and others given
for G = F2.
1. Introduction
Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) integration is a method for numerical integra-
tion using the average of function evaluations as an approximation of the true
integration value. In QMC integration, sample points are chosen deterministi-
cally, while in Monte-Carlo integration they are chosen randomly. Thus, how
to construct point sets has been a major concern in QMC theory. One of the
known good construction frameworks is digital nets, which is based on linear
algebra over finite fields (or more generally over finite rings).
A strong analogy between coding theory and QMC point sets is well known
(see, e.g., [2, 13, 17]). In coding theory, the minimum Hamming weight is used
for a criterion for linear codes. Analogically, Niederreiter-Rosenbloom-Tsfasman
(NRT) weight is a criterion for digital nets in QMC theory [12, 15]. More pre-
cisely, the minimum NRT weight is essentially equivalent to t-value and gives
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an upper bound on the star-discrepancy, which are important criteria for QMC
point sets. Recently, based on Dick’s work [3], Matsumoto, Saito and Matoba
defined the Dick weight µ on digital nets over F2 and related it to a criterion
called the Walsh figure of merit (WAFOM) in [10]. In this paper, as a gen-
eralization of [10], we extend the notions of the Dick weight and WAFOM for
digital nets over Zb, and more generally, for subgroups of G
s×n where G is a
finite abelian group. Furthermore, we establish a MacWilliams-type identity for
the Dick weight, which gives a computable formula of the minimum Dick weight
and WAFOM.
Let us recall the notion of QMC integration. For an integrable function
f : [0, 1)s → R and a finite point set in an s-dimensional unit cube P ⊂ [0, 1)s,
quasi Monte-Carlo (QMC) integration of f by P is an approximation value
IP(f) :=
1
N
∑
x∈P
f(x)
of the actual integration
I(f) :=
∫
[0,1)s
f(x) dx,
where N := |P| is the cardinality of P . The QMC integration error is de-
fined as Err(f ;P) := |IP (f) − I(f)|. If the integrand f has bounded variation
in the sense of Hardy and Krause, the Koksma-Hlawka inequality shows that
Err(f ;P) ≤ V (f)D(P), where V (f) is the total variation of f and D(P) is the
star-discrepancy of P . There have been many studies on the construction of
low-discrepancy point sets, i.e., point sets with D(P) ∈ O(N−1+ε). In particu-
lar, digital nets and sequences are a general framework for the construction of
good point sets. We refer to [6] and [13] for the general information on QMC
integration and digital nets and sequences.
Recently, higher order convergence results for digital nets, i.e., Err(f ;P)
converges faster than N−1, has been established. For a given integer α > 1,
Dick gave quadrature rules for α-smooth integrands which achieve Err(f ;P) ∈
O(N−α+ε) [3]. He introduced a weight which gives a bound on a criterion
WFα(P) (he did not give a name and we use the name in [10]) for a digital
net P over a finite field with cardinality b, and proved a Koksma-Hlawka type
inequality Err(f ;P) ≤ Cb,s,α‖f‖α ·WFα(P), where ‖f‖α is a norm of f for a
Sobolev space and Cb,s,α is a constant depend only on b, s, and α. Later he
improved the constant factor of the lowest WFα for digital nets over a finite
cyclic group [4].
As a discretized version of Dick’s method, Matsumoto, Saito and Matoba
introduced the Dick weight µ and a related criterion WAFOM WF(P ) for an
F2-digital net P [10]. WAFOM also satisfies a Koksma-Hlawka type inequality
(with some errors due to discretization). One remarkable merit of WAFOM is
that WAFOM is easily computable by the inversion formula [10, (4.2)], which is
easier to implement than the formula of WFα derived from [1, Section 4]. Using
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this merit, they executed a random search of low-WAFOM point sets and showed
that such point sets perform better than some standard low-discrepancy point
sets. There are several studies on low-WAFOM point sets. The existence of
low-WAFOM point sets was shown by Matsumoto and Yoshiki [11]. The author
proved that the interlacing construction for higher order QMC point sets with
Niederreiter-Xing sequences over a finite field gives low-WAFOM point sets [18].
In this paper, as a generalization of [10] we propose the Dick weight and
WAFOM for digital nets over Zb and for subgroups of G
s×n where G is a fi-
nite abelian group. WAFOM over Zb is also a discretized version of Dick’s
method and thus satisfies a Koksma-Hlawka type inequality. Moreover, we give
a MacWilliams-type identity of weight enumerator polynomials for the Dick
weight. Using this identity we obtain a computable formula of the minimum
Dick weight as well as WAFOM, which is a generalization of the inversion for-
mula for WAFOM in the dyadic case. Furthermore, we give generalizations of
known properties of WAFOM over F2 in [11] and [19]. More precisely, we give a
lower bound on WAFOM and prove the existence of low-WAFOM point sets. In
particular, we improve some of the results in [11]. These results imply that there
exist positive constants C,D,D′ and F depending only on b and independent
of s, n and N such that N−C logN/s ≤ min{WF(P ) | P is a digital net, |P | ≤
N} ≤ FN−D(logN)/s+D′ , if (logN)/s is sufficiently large.
These results are similar to the works of Dick, but there is no implication
between them. Dick fixed the smoothness α, while our method requires n-
smoothness on the function where n is as above. Thus, in our case, the function
class is getting smaller for n being increased.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
necessary background and notation, such as the discretization scheme of QMC
integration, the discrete Fourier transform, and Walsh functions. In Section 3,
we define the Dick weight and WAFOM over a general finite abelian group G,
and prove a Koksma-Hlawka type inequality in the case that G is cyclic. In
Section 4, we define the weight enumerator polynomial, give the MacWilliams-
type identity for the Dick weight, and give a computable formula of WAFOM.
In Section 5, we give a lower bound on WAFOM, prove the existence of low-
WAFOM point sets, and study the order of WAFOM.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. Let N be the set of
positive integers and N0 := N ∪ {0}. Let b be an integer greater than 1. Let
Zb = Z/bZ be the residue class ring modulo b. We identify Zb with the set
{0, 1, . . . , b − 1} ⊂ Z. For a set S, we denote by |S| the cardinality of S. For
a group or a ring R and positive integers s and n, we denote by Rs×n the set
of s× n matrices with components in R. We denote by O the zero matrix. We
denote by e the base of the natural logarithm.
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2.1. Discretized QMC in base b. In this subsection, we explain discretized
QMC in base b. This discretization is a straightforward generalization of the
b = 2 case in [10].
Let s be a positive integer. Let P ⊂ [0, 1)s be a point set in an s-dimensional
unit cube with finite cardinality |P| = N , and let f : [0, 1)s → R be an integrable
function. Recall that quasi-Monte Carlo integration by P is an approximation
value
IP(f) :=
1
N
∑
x∈P
f(x)
of the actual integration
I(f) :=
∫
[0,1)s
f(x) dx.
The QMC integration error is Err(f ;P) := |IP (f)− I(f)|.
Here, we fix a positive integer n, which is called the degree of discretization
or the precision. We consider an n-digit discrete approximation in base b. We
associate a matrix B := (bi,j) ∈ Zs×nb with a point xB = (x1B , . . . , xsB) =
(
∑n
j=1 b1,jb
−j, . . . ,
∑n
j=1 bs,jb
−j) ∈ [0, 1)s, and with an s-dimensional cube IB :=∏s
i=1 Ii ⊂ [0, 1)s, where each edge Ii := [xiB , xiB + b−n) is a half-open interval
with length b−n. We define n-digit discrete approximation fn of f as
fn : Z
s×n
b → R, B := (bi,j) 7→
1
Vol(IB)
∫
IB
f(x) dx.
Let P be a subset of Zs×nb . We define n-th discretized QMC integration of f by
P as
IP,n(f) :=
1
|P |
∑
B∈P
fn(B)
and define the n-th discretized QMC integration error as
Err(f ;P, n) := |IP,n(f)− I(f)|.
For each B ∈ P , we take the center point of the cube IB . Let P ⊂ [0, 1)s be the
set of such center points given by P . By a slight extension of [10, Lemma 2.1],
if f is continuous with Lipschitz constant K then we have |IP,n(f) − IP (f)| ≤
K
√
sb−n. We take n large enough so that K
√
sb−n is negligibly small compared
to the order of QMC integration error |IP (f)− I(f)| by P . Then we may regard
the n-th discretized QMC integration error Err(f ;P, n) as an approximation of
the QMC integration error Err(f ;P ).
As point sets, in this paper we consider subgroups of Zs×nb as well as digital
nets. The definition of digital nets over finite rings is given in [7]. we adopt
an equivalent definition of digital nets, which is proposed as digital nets with
generating matrices in [5, Definition 4.3].
Definition 1. Let C1, . . . , Cs ∈ Zn×db be matrices and let X1, . . . , Xd ∈
Z
s×n
b be defined by the j-th row of Xi is the transpose of the i-th column of Cj .
Assume that X1, . . . , Xd are a free basis of Z
s×n
b as a Zb-module. For an integer
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k with 0 ≤ k ≤ bd − 1, we define a matrix xk ∈ Zs×nb as xk =
∑d
i=1 κi−1Xi,
where k = κ0 + κ1b
1 + · · ·+ κd−1bd−1 (0 ≤ κi ≤ b − 1) is the b-adic expansion
of k. We call the set {x0, . . . ,xbd−1} the digital net generated by the matrices
C1, . . . , Cs.
It is easy to see that digital nets become subgroups of Zs×nb .
2.2. Discrete Fourier transform. In this subsection, we recall the notion
of character groups and the discrete Fourier transform. We refer to [16] for
general information on character groups. Let G be a finite abelian group. Let
T := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} be the multiplicative group of complex numbers of
absolute value one. Let ωb = exp(2pi
√−1/b).
Definition 2. We define the character group of G by G∨ := Hom(G, T ),
namely G∨ is the set of group homomorphisms from G to T .
There is a natural pairing • : G∨ ×G→ T, (h, g) 7→ h • g := h(g).
We can see that Z∨b is isomorphic to Zb as an abstract group. Throughout
this paper, we identify Z∨b with Zb through a pairing • : Zb × Zb → T, (h, g) 7→
h • g := ωhgb , where hg is the product in Zb.
Let R be a commutative ring containing C. Let f : G → R be a function.
We define the discrete Fourier transform of f as below.
Definition 3. The discrete Fourier transform of f is defined by f̂ : G∨ →
R, h 7→ 1|G|
∑
g∈G f(g)(h • g). Each value f̂(h) is called a discrete Fourier coef-
ficient.
We assume that P ⊂ G is a subgroup. We define P⊥ := {h ∈ G∨ | h • g =
1 for all g ∈ P}. Since P⊥ is the kernel of the restriction map G∨ → P∨, we
have |P⊥| = |G|/|P |. We recall the orthogonality of characters.
Lemma 1. Suppose that P ⊂ G is a subgroup and g ∈ G. Then we have
∑
h∈P⊥
h • g =
{
|P⊥| if g ∈ P ,
0 if g /∈ P .
This lemma implies the Poisson summation formula and the Fourier inver-
sion formula.
Theorem 1 (Poisson summation formula).
1
|P |
∑
g∈P
f(g) =
∑
h∈P⊥
f̂(h).
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Proof. ∑
h∈P⊥
f̂(h) =
∑
h∈P⊥
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
f(g)(h • g)
=
∑
g∈G
1
|G|f(g)
∑
h∈P⊥
h • g
=
1
|G|
∑
g∈P
f(g) · |P⊥| (∵ Lemma 1)
=
1
|P |
∑
g∈P
f(g). 
Theorem 2 (Fourier inversion formula). For a complex-valued func-
tion f : G→ C, we have f(g) =∑h∈G∨ f̂(−h)(h • g) for any g ∈ G. Moreover,
if f is real-valued, we have f(g) =
∑
h∈G∨ f̂(h)(h • g).
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have
∑
h∈G∨ h•g = 0 if g 6= 0 and
∑
h∈G∨ h•g =
|G| if g = 0. Thus we have∑
h∈G∨
f̂(−h)(h • g) =
∑
h∈G∨
1
|G|
∑
g′∈G
f(g′)((−h) • g′)(h • g)
=
1
|G|
∑
g′∈G
f(g′)
∑
h∈G∨
(h • (g − g′))
= f(g),
which proves the complex-valued case. If f is real-valued, we have f̂(−h) = f̂(h),
and thus the complex-valued case implies the real-valued case. 
2.3. Walsh functions. In this subsection, we recall the notion of Walsh func-
tions and Walsh coefficients, and see the relationship between Walsh coefficients
and discrete Fourier coefficients. As a corollary, we prove that the n-digit dis-
crete approximation fn of f is essentially equal to the appropriate approximation
of the Walsh series of f . We refer to [6, Appendix A] for general information on
Walsh functions.
First, we define Walsh functions for the one dimensional case.
Definition 4. Let k ∈ N0 with b-adic expansion k = κ0+κ1b1+κ2b2+ · · ·
(this expansion is actually finite), where κj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b − 1} for all j ∈ N0.
The k-th b-adic Walsh function bwalk : [0, 1)→ {0, ωb, . . . , ωb−1b } is defined as
bwalk(x) := ω
κ0x1+κ1x2+···
b ,
for x ∈ [0, 1) with b-adic expansion x = x1b−1 + x2b−2 + x3b−3 + · · · with
xj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b− 1}, which is unique in the sense that infinitely many of the xj
must be different from b− 1.
This definition is generalized to the higher-dimensional case.
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Definition 5. For dimension s ≥ 1, let k = (k1, . . . , ks) ∈ Ns0. The k-th
b-adic Walsh function bwalk : [0, 1)
s → {0, ωb, . . . , ωb−1b } is defined as
bwalk(x) =
s∏
i=1
bwalki(xi).
for x = (x1, . . . , xs) ∈ [0, 1)s.
Walsh coefficients are defined as follows.
Definition 6. Let f : [0, 1)s → R. The k-th b-adic Walsh coefficient of f
is defined as
F(f)(k) :=
∫
[0,1)s
f(x)bwalk(x) dx.
We see the relationship between Walsh coefficients and discrete Fourier coef-
ficients in the following. Let A = (ai,j) ∈ Zs×nb . We define maps φi : Zs×nb → N0
as φi(A) =
∑n
j=1 ai,jb
j−1 and φ : Zs×nb → Ns0 as φ(A) = (φ1(A), . . . , φs(A)).
Note that φi(A) < b
n holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s and A ∈ Zs×nb .
Lemma 2. Let f : [0, 1)s → R and A = (ai,j) ∈ Zs×nb . Then we have
F(f)(φ(A)) = f̂n(A).
Proof. Since φi(A) < b
n holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s, for all x = (x1, . . . , xs) ∈
IB we have
bwalφ(A)(x) =
s∏
i=1
bwalφi(A)(xi) =
s∏
i=1
ω
ai,1bi,1+···+ai,nbi,n
b = B •A.
Therefore we have
F(f)(φ(A)) =
∫
[0,1)s
f(x)bwalφ(A)(x) dx
=
∑
B∈Zs×n
b
∫
IB
f(x)bwalφ(A)(x) dx
=
∑
B∈Zs×n
b
∫
IB
f(x)(B •A) dx
=
∑
B∈Zs×n
b
(B •A)
∫
IB
f(x) dx
=
∑
B∈Zs×n
b
(B •A) ·Vol(IB)fn(B)
=
∑
B∈Zs×n
b
(B •A) · b−snfn(B) = f̂n(A),
which proves the lemma. 
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Let f ∼∑
k∈Ns
0
F(f)(k)bwalk be the Walsh expansion of a real valued func-
tion f : [0, 1)s → R. Lemma 2 implies that considering n-digit discrete approxi-
mation fn of f is the same as considering the Walsh polynomial
∑
k<bn F(f)(k)·
bwalk, where k = (k1, . . . , ks) < b
n means that ki < b
n holds for every i =
1, . . . , s, namely we have the following.
Proposition 1. Let f : [0, 1)s → R. For B ∈ Zs×nb , we have fn(B) =∑
k<bn F(f)(k)bwalk(xB).
Proof.
fn(B) =
∑
A∈Zs×n
b
f̂n(A)B •A (∵ Theorem 2)
=
∑
A∈Zs×n
b
F(f)(φ(A))bwalφ(A)(xB) (∵ Lemma 2)
=
∑
k<bn
F(f)(k)bwalk(xB). 
3. WAFOM over a finite abelian group
In this section, we expand the notion of WAFOM defined in [10], more
precisely, we define WAFOM over a finite abelian group with b elements.
First, we evaluate the n-th discretized QMC integration error of f with its
discrete Fourier coefficients. Let P ⊂ Zs×nb be a subgroup. We have I(f) =
f̂n(O) by the definition of the discrete Fourier inversion, and we have IP,n(f) =∑
A∈P⊥ f̂n(A) by the Poisson summation formula (Theorem 1). Hence we have
Err(f ;P, n) = |IP,n(f)− I(f)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
f̂n(A)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
|f̂n(A)|,
and thus we would like to bound the value |f̂n(A)|. Dick gives an upper bound
of the k-th b-adic Walsh coefficient F(f)(k) for n-smooth function f (for the
definition of n-smoothness, see [3] or [6, §14]).
Theorem 3 ([6], Theorem 14.23). There is a constant Cb,s,n depending
only on b, s and n such that for any n-smooth function f : [0, 1)s → R and any
k ∈ Ns it holds that
|F(f)(k)| ≤ Cb,s,n‖f‖n · b−µn(k),
where ‖f‖n is a norm of f for a Sobolev space and µn(k) is the n-weight of k,
which are defined in [6, (14.6) and Theorem 14.23] (we do not define them here).
Instead of µn, we define the Dick weight µ on dual groups of general finite
abelian groups below, which is a generalization of the Dick weight over F2 defined
in [10]. Actually, µ is a special case of µn ◦ φ. More precisely, if G = Zb and
α ≥ n hold, then we have µ = µα ◦φ as a function from (Z∨b )s×n(≃ Zs×nb ) to N0.
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Definition 7. Let G be a finite abelian group and let A ∈ (G∨)s×n. The
Dick weight µ : (G∨)s×n → N0 is defined as
µ(A) :=
∑
i,j
j × δ(ai,j),
with δ(h) = 0 for h = 0 and δ(h) = 1 for h 6= 0.
We obtain the next corollary.
Corollary 1. There exists a constant Cb,s,n depending only on b, s and
n such that for any n-smooth function f : [0, 1)s → R and any A ∈ (Zb)s×n it
holds that
|f̂n(A)| ≤ Cb,s,n‖f‖n · b−µ(A).
Proof. This is the direct corollary of Theorem 3, Lemma 2, and the
equality µ(A) = µn ◦ φ(A). 
By the above corollary, we have a bound on the n-th discretized QMC
integration error
Err(f ;P, n) := |I(f)− IP,n(f)| ≤ Cb,s,n‖f‖n ×
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A),
for a subgroup P of Zs×nb .
Hence, as a generalization of [10], we define a kind of figure of merit (the
Walsh figure of merit or WAFOM).
Definition 8. Let s, n be positive integers. Let G be a finite abelian group
with b elements. Let P ⊂ Gs×n be a subgroup of Gs×n. We define the Walsh
figure of merit of P by
WF(P ) :=
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A).
In order to stress the role of the precision n, we sometimes denote WFn(P )
instead of WF(P ).
Then, as we have seen, we have the Koksma-Hlawka type inequality
Err(f ;P, n) := |I(f)− IP,n(f)| ≤ Cb,s,n‖f‖n ×WF(P )
for a subgroup P ⊂ Zs×nb . This shows that WF(P ) is a quality measure of the
point set P for quasi-Monte Carlo integration when G = Zb.
4. MacWilliams identity over an abelian group
In this section, we assume that s, n are positive integers. Recall that G is a
finite abelian group and G∨ its character group. We consider an abelian group
Gs×n. Let P ⊂ Gs×n be a subgroup.
We are interested in the weight enumerator polynomial of P⊥
WP⊥(x, y) :=
∑
A∈P⊥
xM−µ(A)yµ(A) ∈ C[x, y],
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where M := n(n+ 1)s/2.
Let R := C[xi,j(h)], where xi,j(h) is a family of indeterminates for 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
1 ≤ j ≤ n, and h ∈ G∨. We define functions fi,j : G∨ → R as fi,j(h) = xi,j(h)
and f : (Gs×n)∨ = (G∨)s×n → R as
f(A) :=
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
fi,j(ai,j) =
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
xi,j(ai,j).
Now the complete weight enumerator polynomial of P⊥, in a standard sense [8,
Chapter 5], is defined by
GWP⊥(xi,j(h)) :=
∑
A∈P⊥
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
xi,j(ai,j),
and similarly, the complete weight enumerator polynomial of P is defined by
GW ∗P (x∗i,j(g)) :=
∑
B∈P
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
x∗i,j(bi,j)
in R∗ := C[x∗i,j(g)] where x∗i,j(g) is a family of indeterminates for 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
1 ≤ j ≤ n, and g ∈ G. We note that if we substitute
xi,j(0)← xj , xi,j(h)← yj for h 6= 0, (1)
we have an identity
GWP⊥(xi,j(h))|above substitution =WP⊥(x, y).
A standard formula of the Fourier transform tells that, if f1 : G1 → R,
f2 : G2 → R are functions and f1f2 : G1 ×G2 → R is their multiplication at the
value, then
f̂1f2 = f̂1f̂2
holds. This implies that
f̂(B) =
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
f̂i,j(bi,j) =
1
|G|sn
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
∑
h∈G∨
fi,j(h)(h • bi,j).
Hence, by the Poisson summation formula (Theorem 1), we have
GWP⊥(xi,j(h)) =
∑
A∈P⊥
f(A)
= |P⊥|
∑
B∈P
f̂(B)
=
1
|P |
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
∑
h∈G∨
fi,j(h)(h • bi,j).
Thus we have the MacWilliams identity below, which is a variant of Generalized
MacWilliams identity [8, Chapter 5 §6]:
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Proposition 2 (MacWilliams identity).
GWP⊥(xi,j(h)) =
1
|P |GW
∗
P (substituted),
where in the right hand side every x∗i,j(g) is substituted by
x∗i,j(g)←
∑
h∈G∨
(h • g)xi,j(h).
We consider specializations of this identity. First, we consider a specializa-
tion GWP⊥(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) of GWP⊥(xi,j(h)) obtained by the substitu-
tion
xi,j(0)← xj , xi,j(h)← yj for h 6= 0.
We have∑
h∈G∨
(h • g)xi,j(h)
∣∣∣∣∣
above substitution
= (0 • g)xj +
∑
h∈G∨\{0}
(h • g)yj
= xj − yj +
∑
h∈G∨
(h • g)yj
= xj − yj +
{
byj (if g = 0)
0 (otherwise)
=
{
xj + (b − 1)yj (if g = 0)
xj − yj (otherwise)
,
where we use Lemma 1 for the third equality. Thus, we have the following
formula.
Corollary 2.
GWP⊥(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) =
1
|P |
∑
B∈P
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
(xj + η(bi,j)yj),
where η(bi,j) = b− 1 if bi,j = 0 and η(bi,j) = −1 if bi,j 6= 0.
Second, we consider the specialization (1) of GWP⊥ . We have already seen
that GWP⊥ |(substitution (1))=WP⊥(x, y) holds. Since
WP⊥(x, y) = GWP⊥(x
1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn)
follows, Corollary 2 implies the following formula:
Theorem 4.
WP⊥(x, y) =
1
|P |
∑
B∈P
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
(xj + η(bi,j)y
j),
where η(bi,j) = b− 1 if bi,j = 0 and η(bi,j) = −1 if bi,j 6= 0.
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Using Theorem 4, we can compute WF(P ) and δP⊥ , the minimum Dick
weight of P⊥. The minimum Dick weight of P⊥ is defined as
δP⊥ := min
B∈P⊥\{O}
µ(B),
which is used for bounding WAFOM (see Section 5.3). First, we introduce how to
compute WF(P ). The following formula to compute WAFOM is a generalization
of [10, Corollary 4.2] ,which treats the case G = F2.
Corollary 3. Let P ⊂ Zs×nb be a subgroup. Then we have
WF(P ) = −1 + 1|P |
∑
B∈P
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
(1 + η(bi,j)b
−j).
Proof.
WF(P ) =
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A)
= −1 +
∑
A∈P⊥
b−µ(A)
= −1 +WP⊥(1, b−1)
= −1 + 1|P |
∑
B∈P
∏
1≤i≤s
1≤j≤n
(1 + η(bi,j)b
−j). 
The merit of Theorem 4 and Corollary 3 is that the number of summa-
tion depends only on |P | linearly, not |P⊥| = bsn/|P |. We can calculate weight
enumerator polynomials by sn times multiplication between an integer poly-
nomial with a binomial, and |P | times addition of such polynomials of degree
n(n + 1)/2. In the case of computing WAFOM, we need sn times of multipli-
cation of real numbers and |P | times of summation of such real numbers, thus
we need O(sn|P |) times of operations of real numbers. On the other hand, to
calculate weight enumerator polynomials based on the definition, we need |P⊥|
times of summations of monomials, and to calculate weight WAFOM based on
the definition, we need |P⊥| times of summations of real numbers.
For QMC, the size |P | cannot exceed a reasonable number of computer
operations, so |P⊥| = bsn/|P | can be large if sn is sufficiently large. This implies
that the computational complexity of calculating weight enumerator polynomials
or WAFOM using Theorem 4 or Corollary 3 is smaller if sn is large.
Second, we introduce how to compute δP⊥ . The minimum Dick weight δP⊥
is equal to the degree of leading nonzero term of −1 +WP⊥(1, y), namely:
Lemma 3. Let WP⊥(1, y) = 1 +
∑∞
i=1 aiy
i. Then we have δP⊥ = min{i |
ai 6= 0}.
Thus we can obtain the minimum Dick weight of P⊥ by calculating the
weight enumerator polynomial of P⊥.
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Remark 1. Because of Lemma 8 in Section 5.5, in order to compute δP⊥
it is sufficient to compute WP⊥(1, y) only up to degree δP⊥ ≤ d2/(2s)+3d/2+s.
5. Estimation of WAFOM
The following arguments from Section 5.1 to Section 5.4 are generalizations
of [11] which deals with the case G = F2, and arguments in Section 5.5 are
generalizations of [19], which deals with the case G = F2. The methods for
proofs are similar to [11] and [19]. In this section, we suppose that s and n are
positive integers and that G is a finite abelian group.
5.1. Geometry of the Dick weight. Recall that G is a finite abelian group
with b ≥ 2 elements, G∨ its character group. The Dick weight µ : (G∨)s×n → N0
induces a metric
d(A,B) := µ(A−B) for A,B ∈ (G∨)s×n
and thus (G∨)s×n can be regarded as a metric space.
Let Ss,n(m) := |{A ∈ (G∨)s×n | µ(A) = m}|, namely Ss,n(m) is the cardi-
nality of the sphere in (G∨)s×n with center 0 and radius m. A combinatorial
interpretation of Ss,n(m) is as follows. One has s × n dice. Each die has b
faces. For each value i = 1, . . . , n, there exist exactly s dice with value 0 on
one face and i on the other b − 1 faces. Then, Ss,n(m) is the number of ways
that the summation of the upper surfaces of s×n dice is m. This combinatorial
interpretation implies the following identity:
n∏
k=1
(1 + (b − 1)xk)s =
∞∑
m=0
Ss,n(m)x
m.
You can also see this identity from Theorem 4 for P = {O}, x← 1, and y ← x.
Note that the right hand side is a finite sum. It is easy to see that Ss,n(m) is
monotonically increasing with respect to s and n, and Ss,m(m) = Ss,m+1(m) =
Ss,m+2(m) = · · · holds.
Definition 9. Ss(m) := Ss,m(m).
We have the following identity between formal power series:
∞∏
k=1
(1 + (b− 1)xk)s =
∞∑
m=0
Ss(m)x
m. (2)
For any positive integer M , we define
Bs,n(M) := {A ∈ (G∨)s×n | µ(A) ≤M}, vols,n(M) := |Bs,n(M)|,
namely Bs,n(M) is the ball in G
s×n with center 0 and radiusM , and vols,n(M) is
its cardinality. We have vols,n(M) =
∑M
m=0 Ss,n(m), and thus vols,n(M) inherits
properties of Ss,n(m), namely, vols,n(M) is also monotonically increasing with
respect to s and n, and vols,M (M) = vols,M+1(M) = vols,M+2(M) = . . . holds.
Definition 10. vols(M) := vols,M (M).
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5.2. Combinatorial inequalities.
Lemma 4.
vols,n(M) ≤ vols(M) ≤ exp(2
√
(b− 1)sM).
Proof. We have already seen the first inequality. We prove the next
inequality along [9, Exercise 3(b), p.332], which treats only S = 1 and b = 2
case. If M = 0 it is trivial, and so we assume that M > 0. Define a polynomial
with non-negative integer coefficients by
fs,M (x) :=
M∏
k=1
(1 + (b− 1)xk)s.
Since fs,M (x) has only non-negative coefficients, from Identity (2) we have∑M
m=0 Ss(m)x
m ≤ fs,M (x) (x ∈ (0, 1)). Hence we have
vols(M) =
M∑
m=0
Ss(m) ≤
M∑
m=0
Ss(M)x
m−M ≤ fs,M (x)/xM (x ∈ (0, 1)).
By taking the logarithm of the both sides and using the well-known inequality
log(1 +X) ≤ X , for all x ∈ (0, 1) we have
vols,n(M) ≤ s
M∑
k=1
log(1 + (b− 1)xk) +M log(1/x)
< s(b− 1)
M∑
k=1
xk +M log
(
1 +
1− x
x
)
< s(b− 1) x
1− x +M
1− x
x
.
By comparison of the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean, the last ex-
pression attains the minimum value 2
√
(b− 1)sM when s(b − 1)x/(1 − x) =
M(1− x)/x holds, namely x = (1 +
√
(b− 1)s/M)−1 ∈ (0, 1). 
Lemma 5.
Ss,n(M) ≤ Ss(M) ≤ exp(2
√
(b− 1)sM).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 and the inequality Ss(M) ≤ vols(M). 
5.3. Bounding WAFOM by the minimum weight.
Definition 11. Let P ⊂ Gs×n be a subgroup. The minimum Dick weight
of P⊥ is defined by
δP⊥ := min
B∈P⊥\{O}
µ(B)
The next lemma bounds WF(P ) by the minimum weight of P⊥.
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Lemma 6. For a positive integer M , define
Cs,n(M) :=
∑
A∈(G∨)s×n\Bs,n(M−1)
b−µ(A) =
∞∑
m=M
Ss,n(m)b
−m
and
Cs(M) :=
∞∑
m=M
Ss(m)b
−m.
Then we have
WFn(P ) =
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A) ≤ Cs,n(δP⊥) ≤ Cs(δP⊥).
Proof. The last inequality is trivial, so it suffices to prove the first in-
equality. Since P⊥\{O} ⊂ (G∨)s×n\Bs,n(δP⊥ − 1) holds, we have
WFn(P ) =
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A) ≤
∑
A∈(G∨)s×n\Bs,n(δP⊥−1)
b−µ(A)
= Cs,n(δP⊥). 
We shall estimate Cs(⌈M ′⌉) (C for the Complement of the ball) for rather
general real number M ′: from Lemma 5 it follows that
Cs(⌈M ′⌉) =
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉
Ss(m)b
−m
≤
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉
b−me2
√
(b−1)sm
= b−⌈M
′⌉e2
√
(b−1)s⌈M ′⌉ +
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉+1
b−me2
√
(b−1)sm. (3)
First, we estimate the second term of the above. The function
exp(2
√
(b − 1)sm)b−m = exp(2
√
(b − 1)sm−m log b)
is monotonically decreasing with respect to m if
d
dm
(
2
√
(b− 1)sm−m log b
)
≤ 0 ⇐⇒ 2(b− 1)s
2
√
(b − 1)sm − log b ≤ 0
⇐⇒
√
(b− 1)s
m
≤ log b
⇐⇒ m ≥ (log b)−2(b− 1)s,
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hence we assume that M ′ ≥ (log b)−2(b − 1)s. Then, we have
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉+1
b−me2
√
(b−1)sm
≤
∫ ∞
m=⌈M ′⌉
e−m log be2
√
(b−1)sm dm
=
∫ ∞
m=⌈M ′⌉
exp
−(log b)(√m− √(b− 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b− 1)s
log b
 dm
≤
∫ ∞
m=M ′
exp
−(log b)(√m− √(b− 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b− 1)s
log b
 dm
=
∫ ∞
x=
√
M ′
exp
−(log b)(x− √(b − 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b− 1)s
log b
 2x dx.
In order to bound the last integral from above, for a positive number c we assume
that
√
M ′ ≥ (1+c)
√
(b− 1)s/ log b or equivalentlyM ′ ≥ (1+c)2(log b)−2(b−1)s.
This assumption is stronger than the previous assumptionM ′ ≥ (log b)−2(b−1)s.
Then, on the domain of integration x ≥ √M ′ ≥ (1+ c)
√
(b − 1)s/ log b, we have
cx ≤ (1 + c)(x−
√
(b − 1)s/ log b). Hence the estimation continues:
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉+1
b−me2
√
(b−1)sm
≤
∫ ∞
x=
√
M ′
exp
−(log b)(x− √(b− 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b− 1)s
log b

× 21 + c
c
(
x−
√
(b− 1)s
log b
)
dx
=
1 + c
c
1
log b
− exp
−(log b)(x− √(b− 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b − 1)s
log b
∞
x=
√
M ′
=
1 + c
c
1
log b
exp
−(log b)(√M ′ − √(b− 1)s
log b
)2
+
(b − 1)s
log b

=
1 + c
c
1
log b
exp(−(log b)M ′ + 2
√
(b − 1)sM ′)
=
1 + c
c
1
log b
b−M
′
e2
√
(b−1)sM ′ .
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Second, we consider the first term of (3). We have already proved that
exp(2
√
(b − 1)sm)b−m is monotonically decreasing if m ≥ (log b)−2(b− 1)s, and
thus the assumption M ′ ≥ (log b)−2(b − 1)s implies
b−⌈M
′⌉e2
√
(b−1)s⌈M ′⌉ ≤ b−M ′e2
√
(b−1)sM ′ .
Therefore we have
Cs(⌈M ′⌉) ≤ b−⌈M
′⌉e2
√
(b−1)s⌈M ′⌉ +
∞∑
m=⌈M ′⌉+1
b−me2
√
(b−1)sm
≤ b−M ′e2
√
(b−1)sM ′ +
1 + c
c
1
log b
b−M
′
e2
√
(b−1)sM ′
=
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−M
′
e2
√
(b−1)sM ′ .
Now we proved:
Proposition 3. Let c be a positive real number. Let M ′ be a real number
with M ′ ≥ (1 + c)2(log b)−2(b− 1)s. Then we have the following bound
Cs,n(⌈M ′⌉) ≤ Cs(⌈M ′⌉) ≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−M
′
e2
√
(b−1)sM ′ .
5.4. Existence of low-WAFOM point sets. We denote the probability of
the event A by prob[A]. Let pb be the smallest prime factor of b. Let d be
a positive integer. Choose d matrices B1, . . . , Bd ∈ Gs×n independently and
uniformly at random. Let P = 〈B1, . . . , Bd〉 ⊂ Gs×n be the G-linear span of
B1, . . . , Bd, namely P = {g1B1 + · · ·+ gdBd | g1, . . . , gd ∈ G} where g ∈ G acts
on B = (bij) by gB = (gbij). Note that |P | ≤ bd.
Remark 2. If G = Zb, by the theory of invariant factor decomposition,
we can say that there exist matrices B′1, . . . , B
′
d such that P
′ := 〈B′1, . . . , B′d〉
includes P and becomes a free Zb-module of rank d. Thus if G = Zb, we can
replace “subgroup P” in this subsection with a “digital net P ,” since in this
subsection we consider only the existence of a subgroup which has large minimum
Dick weight, and P ⊂ P ′ implies that δP⊥ ≤ δP ′⊥ .
First, we evaluate prob[perpL], where we define perpL as the event that
B1, . . . , Bd are all perpendicular to L ∈ (G∨)s×n.
Lemma 7. Let L ∈ (G∨)s×n be a nonzero matrix. Then we have prob[L ⊥
B] ≤ 1/pb. Especially we have prob[perpL] ≤ p−db .
Proof. We consider the map (L•) : Gs×n → C, B 7→ L • B. Then we
have the surjective group homomorphism Gs×n → Im(L•), and thus |Im(L•)|
divides Gs×n. Moreover, since L is nonzero, |Im(L•)| is larger than 1. Hence we
have |Im(L•)| ≥ pb. Therefore we have prob[L ⊥ B] = |Im(L•)|−1 ≤ 1/pb, and
especially we have prob[perpL] = prob[L ⊥ B]d ≤ p−db . 
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Let M be a positive integer. We evaluate the probability of the event that
δP⊥ ≥M . We have
prob[δP⊥ ≥M ] = 1− prob[δP⊥ ≤M − 1]
= 1− prob[∃L ∈ Bs,n(M − 1)\{O} s.t. L ∈ P⊥]
= 1− prob[∃L ∈ Bs,n(M − 1)\{O} s.t. L ⊥ B1, . . . , L ⊥ Bd]
= 1− prob[∪L∈Bs,n(M−1)\{O}perpL]
≥ 1−
∑
L∈Bs,n(M−1)\{O}
prob[perpL]
≥ 1− (vols,n(M − 1)− 1) · pb−d
> 1− vols,n(M − 1) · pb−d.
This shows:
Proposition 4. If vols,n(M − 1) ≤ pbd holds, then there exists a subgroup
P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd satisfying δP⊥ ≥M .
By Lemma 4, the condition of this proposition is satisfied if it holds that
e2
√
(b−1)s(M−1) ≤ pbd ⇐⇒ M ≤ (log pb)
2d2
4(b− 1)s + 1. (4)
Therefore we have the following sufficient condition on the existence of M .
Proposition 5. If M ≤ (log pb)2d2/(4(b− 1)s) + 1 holds, then Inequality
(4) is satisfied, and hence there exists a subgroup P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd
satisfying δP⊥ ≥M .
From now on, we define αb := (log pb)/2 and M
′ := A2d2/((b − 1)s) where
A ≤ αb and we take M to be ⌊M ′ + 1⌋ so that P with |P | ≤ bd and δP⊥ ≥ M
exists. Then, by Proposition 3, we have the following upper bound of WF(P ):
Proposition 6. Let αb := (log pb)/2. Take a real number A with A ≤ αb
and an arbitrary real number c > 0. Then for any positive integers s, n, and
d ≥ (1 + c)(b − 1)s/(A log b), there exists a subgroup P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd
satisfying
WFn(P ) ≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−A
2d2/((b−1)s)e2Ad.
Proof. Define M ′ := A2d2/((b − 1)s) and M := ⌊M ′ + 1⌋. By Proposi-
tion 5, there exists a subgroup P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd and δP⊥ ≥M . For this
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P , from Lemma 6 and Proposition 3 we have
WF(P ) ≤ Cs(M)
= Cs(⌈M ′⌉)
≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−M
′
e2
√
(b−1)sM ′
=
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−A
2d2/((b−1)s)e2Ad,
which proves the proposition. 
In particular, take A = αb and we have the next theorem.
Theorem 5. Let αb := (log pb)/2 and take an arbitrary real number c > 0.
Then for any s, n, and d ≥ (1 + c)(b − 1)s/(αb log b), there exists a subgroup
P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd satisfying
WF(P ) ≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−α
2
bd
2/((b−1)s)e2αbd.
Applying Theorem 5 to the case G = F2, we can improve [11, Theorem 2
and Remark 5].
Corollary 4. Let α := α2 = (log 2)/2 and take an arbitrary real number
c > 0. Then for any n and d ≥ (1 + c)s/(α log 2), there exists a linear subspace
P ⊂ Fs×n2 with dimP ≤ d satisfying
WF(P ) ≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log 2
)
2−α
2d2/se2αd.
Remark 3. Suzuki [18] proved that the construction of higher order dig-
ital nets on Fp given in [3] combined with some Niederreiter-Xing point sets
[14] yields an explicit construction of low-WAFOM point sets, whose order of
WAFOM is almost the same with the order obtained in this paper.
5.5. A lower bound of WAFOM. In this subsection, we show a lower bound
on WAFOM(P ), as a generalization of [19]. The next lemma gives an upper
bound on the minimum Dick weight of P⊥ for given P ⊂ Gs×n, which implies a
lower bound of WAFOM(P ).
Lemma 8. Suppose that s and n are positive integers. Let P ⊂ Gs×n be a
subgroup with |P | ≤ bd. Let q, r be nonnegative integers which satisfy d = qs+ r
and 0 ≤ r < s. Then we have the following:
(1) δP⊥ ≤ sq(q + 1)/2 + (q + 1)(r + 1) ≤ d2/2s+ 3d/2 + s.
(2) Let C be an arbitrary positive real number greater than 1/2. If d/s ≥
(
√
C + 1/16 + 3/4)/(C − 1/2) holds, then we have δP⊥ ≤ Cd2/s.
Proof. We define a subgroup Q := {A = (aij) ∈ (G∨)s×n | aij = 0 if (q+
2 ≤ j ≤ n) or (j = q + 1 and r + 2 ≤ i ≤ s)}. We have |Q| = bqs+r+1 = bd+1.
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There is a Z-module isomorphism P⊥/(P⊥ ∩ Q) ≃ (P⊥ + Q)/Q, and thus we
have
|P⊥ ∩Q| = |P
⊥| · |Q|
|P⊥ +Q| ≥
bsn−d · bd+1
|(G∨)s×n| = b,
especially there exists a non-zero matrix A′ ∈ (P⊥ ∩Q). Therefore we have
δP⊥ ≤ µ(A′) ≤ max{µ(A) | A = (aij) ∈ Q} = sq(q + 1)/2 + (q + 1)(r + 1),
where the last equality holds if the components of A is as follows:{
aij = 0 if (q + 2 ≤ j ≤ n) or (j = q + 1 and r + 2 ≤ i ≤ s)
aij 6= 0 if (1 ≤ j ≤ q) or (j = q + 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1)
.
In particular, since q ≤ d/s and r + 1 ≤ s, we have
δP⊥ ≤ sq(q + 1)/2 + (q + 1)(r + 1)
≤ d
2
(
d
s
+ 1
)
+
(
d
s
+ 1
)
s =
d2
s
(
1
2
+
3s
2d
+
s2
d2
)
,
which proves the first statement.
Let C be a real number greater than 1/2 and we assume d/s ≥ (
√
C + 1/16+
3/4)/(C − 1/2). Then we have 1/2 + 3s/2d+ s2/d2 ≤ C. Thus we obtain
δP⊥ ≤
d2
s
(
1
2
+
3s
2d
+
s2
d2
)
≤ Cd2/s,
which proves the second statement. 
The above lemma gives a lower bound of WF(P ).
Theorem 6. Suppose that s and n are positive integers. Let G be a finite
abelian group with b ≥ 2 elements. Let P ⊂ Gs×n be a subgroup with |P | ≤
bd. Let C be an arbitrary positive real number greater than 1/2. If d/s ≥
(
√
C + 1/16 + 3/4)/(C − 1/2) holds, then we have
WFn(P ) ≥ b−Cd2/s.
Proof.
WFn(P ) =
∑
A∈P⊥\{O}
b−µ(A) ≥ b−δP⊥ ≥ b−Cd2/s. 
5.6. Order of WAFOM. In this subsection, we consider the order of WF(P )
where P is a subgroup of Gs×n with |P | = bd.
We fix the base b. Let D := αb = (log pb)/2. We fix a positive integer
E satisfying E > (b − 1)/(D log b). Let c be the real number such that E =
(1 + c)(b − 1)/(D log b) (by the assumption that E > (b − 1)/(D log b), c is
positive). Note that c, D and E depend only on b.
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We assume that d/s ≥ E. Then, by Proposition 6, there exists a subgroup
P ⊂ Gs×n with |P | ≤ bd satisfying
WFn(P ) ≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
b−D
2d2/((b−1)s)e2Dd.
Moreover, by Theorem 6, for every P with |P | ≤ bd we have WFn(P ) ≥ b−Cd2/s
where C = (1/2 + 3/(2E) + 1/E2). Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9. If d/s ≥ E, we have
−Cd2/s ≤ min{logb(WFn(P )) | P ⊂ Gs×n subgroup, |P | ≤ bd}
≤ −D2d2/((b− 1)s) + 2Dd/ log b+ logb
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
.
Especially, let N = bd and we have the following.
Theorem 7. Let G be a finite abelian group with |G| = b. Let P ⊂ Gs×n
be a subgroup with |P | ≤ N . Let c, C, D, and E are constants as Lemma 9,
which depend only on b. Suppose that (logN)/s ≥ E. Then we have
N−C(logN)/s ≤ min{WFn(P ) | P ⊂ Gs×n subgroup, |P | ≤ N}
≤
(
1 +
1 + c
c
1
log b
)
N−D
2(logN)/((log b)(b−1)s)+2D/ log b.
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